
Hi there, !

I am so excited to share this year's Mother's Day Petite Session Special with you! The

Celebrating Motherhood Event is happening on Saturday May 12 and space is super

limited! In addition to studio sessions, I have also added three sunset session options at

the field as well. I expect that these will fill up very quickly, but as a Yummy Light

subscriber y'all get first dibs today before booking opens up to everyone else on Tuesday

morning.

Take a look through your family photo albums, or your shoe box of snapshots, or (more

likely) the "Photos" roll on your smart phone and tell me what you see. There are likely

https://redwagonphotography.ca/motherhood-portrait-event/


pictures of your kids playing sports, at school events, on family vacations and with their

friends. Probably a fair amount of them even feature your partner... but how many images

are there of you with your children? I am willing to bet, not many.

There is always a good excuse. We all want to wait until we loose 10 pounds/get a good

night's sleep/have had a chance to put on makeup/are wearing a shirt that the baby

hasn't spit up on... Even my mama, when I called and asked her if we could have some

portraits taken together said, "Well, I can't have pictures taken unless I look better than I

do right now... can you photoshop me?" There are always a million reasons to avoid being

in front of the camera with your children, but there are some very real, very powerful

reasons to make it a priority and it doesn't matter whether your baby is 2 months, 2 years,

or already all grown up.

Your children need to be able to look back and know that you were there with them. You

need to exist in photographs with them. They aren't going to look back and think, "Gee,

Mom really needed her roots touched up." They are going to remember how much you

loved playing with them, how gentle you were, how beautiful you looked when you

smiled at them. And when you look back in 30 years that's all you'll see too. Promise.



CLICK HERE FOR ALL THE DETAILS & BOOKING!

jamie@redwagonphotography.ca 780-451-9132

Your 125 session fee includes:

20 minute session including mama and child(ren) on May 12 (Babies must be at

least 12 weeks old, no upper age limit)

Design and Ordering Appointment on May 26 to view your images and choose your

products

A fine art 8x10 of your favourite image (value: 75)

Access to the studio wardrobe 

Online Preparation Guide

Digital Files and exclusive products available A La Carte

Yay!
Jamie, Yummy Light Curator

PS: Clients:  If you have not yet done so, please opt-in to keep receiving the Yummy Light

Café in your inbox!
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